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Purpose

• Provide an outline of the MoT’s Portfolio Investment Approach (PIA)
• Assist Partners to understand how the PIA process works 
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Agenda

• Purpose
• Introductions
• PIA Context
• Overview
• Ideation
• Preparation
• Prioritisation
• Results Review
• Portfolio Generation – Delivery Planning
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Portfolio Investment Approach (PIA) Context

• The MoT is developing a new approach to how it delivers strategic 
investment advice which will support a 10 to 50 year perspective on 
investment across the whole transport system – that is the PIA

• The PIA lifts the Ministry’s capability to shape investment advice across the 
land, maritime and air transport systems over short, medium and long-term 
horizons

• Development of the PIA has involved MoT, KiwiRail, NZTA, Maritime NZ and 
MHUD.  Governance includes key agencies along with MoD and an 
independent advisor with air and maritime experience
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Why this approach?

• The PIA enables the comparison and prioritisation of projects across a 
portfolio (e.g. transport and urban development) on a value for money 
basis

• PIA allows for the comparison of projects at different stages of their 
development (concept to detailed business case stage)

• PIA is designed to involve a wide range of agencies, stakeholders and 
perspectives in the development of investment advice, as well as 
enabling integrated planning of transport and land use
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Ideation

• Investment candidate options come from a wide range of 
sources

• Caters for different levels of maturity between candidate 
options

• Candidates are organised into an MCDA ‘model’ to group 
more ‘alike’ options with each other eg Urban Mobility, 
Domestic Freight, … (making initial comparisons easier 
for evaluators)
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Preparation

• Criteria need to be developed suitable for the prioritisation process.  
In the PIA these have been developed with other agencies (MoT, 
NZTA, KiwiRail) and signed off by Governance

• Options detail is collected for candidates for prioritisation.  Detail 
required is informed by the criteria and the MCDA prioritisation 
process.  It is a requisite set and provision is less onerous than 
many might believe.

• The key is sufficient information to compare the value one project 
delivers relative to another.  Can include quantifiable, non 
quantifiable or not yet quantified information.RELE
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Decision Conferencing

• Technical Process – MCDA, professionally facilitated
• Score options relative to each other, criterion by criterion
• Normalise the scores within a criterion – to bring all the scores 

onto a common scale for each criterion
• Weight the criteria – to take account of preference for a given 

amount of value against each criterion
• Social Process

• Establish a shared understanding of project issues 
• Develop a sense of common purpose
• Understand different perspectives and objectives
• Gain agreement & commitment to the way forward from those 

implementing the decisions
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Review Results
• Look at the results through 

two lenses:
• ‘Value-only’ – reflecting 

the evaluation of value
• ‘Value-for-money’ – to 

determine where 
investments provide the 
best return on tax-payers 
dollars
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Why use ‘Value for Money’?
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Portfolio Generation – creating Portfolio Options
• Iterative process – where science and art meet
• Start with the order which maximises the value for 

money delivered (order of priority)
• Check dependencies
• Consider synergies
• Apply constraints
• Does it work as a system

Throughout the aim is to maximise value for money 
while delivering a system that works
• Output a high-level plan
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Decision Conferencing for assessing 
Portfolios 

Client Challenge 

You are faced with evaluating a portfolio of options to provide advice and recommendations on an 

optimal portfolio to decision makers. You want to maximise the value delivered by the selected 

options for a given level of investment; in other words, optimise the portfolio based on value for 

money (VfM).   

You want to be confident and clear on the options, how they perform relative to each other and the 

decision to be taken on the final portfolio.  You also want the outcome to be transparent and to align 

stakeholders through the process – and the final decision to ‘stick’. 

What is an Evaluation Conference? 

An Evaluation Conference is a tried and tested event using a process academically known as ‘Decision 

Conferencing’.  The process uses best practice analytical techniques and social processes to align a 

group of stakeholders on the decision to be taken.  It is designed to draw out the varied perspectives 

and experience of stakeholders, increasing the level of shared understanding of the options. 

In practice an Evaluation Conference is a group of stakeholders meeting in a highly structured 

workshop, facilitated by an independent expert in decision making.  Subject matter experts brief the 

stakeholders and provide an opportunity for questions.  Stakeholders then apply their judgement to 

determine the value options will deliver relative to each other from the perspective of the 

(stakeholder) group(s) they represent.   

Evaluation Conferences are normally conducted in person.  However, through the COVID-19 lockdown 

in New Zealand they have continued to be used successfully as online workshops using widely 

available video-conferencing tools. 

History 

As a process, ‘Decision Conferencing’ has evolved since its early practice by one of the founders of 

Catalyze, Professor Larry Phillips of the London School of Economics and Political Sciences.  Larry first 

started ‘Decision Conferencing’ in 1981.  Larry alone has facilitated over 300 Decision Conferences.  

An Evaluation Conference is one form of Decision Conference. 

Evaluation Conferences have been used widely in the New Zealand public sector in the last 15 years 

with more recent examples covering decisions relating to the future of the Defence Force, future 

investment in Education Payroll (after Novopay), investments for the Police, Capital investment 

portfolios for a number of the District Health Boards, and investment choices in the Transport Sector 

in New Zealand to name a few. 
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 Decision Conferencing for Assessing Portfolios 
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The Decision Conferencing approach is recognised by the Treasury and this work has underpinned 

business cases that have received very favourable reviews through the Gateway process. 

How does an Evaluation Conference work? 

For participants, the conference can be a part-, full-, or sometimes multi-day workshop.  The idea is 

to break the evaluation of the options into small conversations considering each evaluation criterion 

in turn. By looking at the options one criterion at a time, it is easier for the group of stakeholders to 

reach agreement on how each option performs. 

The process requires no previous experience of Decision Conferencing; in fact, frequently it is a new 

experience for most people in the conference.  Briefing packs in advance advise not just the Options 

being considered and the Evaluation Criteria but also how participants can best prepare themselves 

for the workshop. 

The Criteria will have been developed by Decision Conferencing experts with active participation from 

stakeholders and cover a range of benefits, risks, and costs. 

A Model on a Page represents all the available Options. In the model, ‘like’ Options are grouped in 

Areas to assist in the evaluation process by having the evaluators assess similar Options first. An 

example of a Model on a Page is shown in Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1: Model on a Page  

Evaluating one criterion at a time, a process known as Scoring, the picture of how options perform 

builds until there is an overall view of how options perform relative to each other.  Scoring 

conversations are a simple process that is explained in detail in the Conference.  The work starts slowly 

to allow participants to gain familiarity with the process and then speeds up as understanding of the 

options and process grows. 
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What the results look like 

Decision Conferencing is underpinned by an analytical technique called Multi-Criteria Decision 

Analysis (MCDA).  The results from an Evaluation Conference can be presented in many ways, usually 

live at the end of the conference.   

A key view is a ‘Tornado diagram’ (see example in Figure 2) that shows how options perform relative 

to each other in terms of Value for Money - the total  value against all Criteria (as evaluated by the 

group) divided by the cost of the Option. Each coloured segment on the right-hand side of the tornado 

provides a visual indication of how the option performed against a given criterion.  This way the group 

gets to see how the options perform relative to each other, and how much each criterion contributes 

to their performance. 

The Evaluation Conference scores options relative to each other, so the conversations build on one 

another during the conference.  These rich conversations take up most of the time in the conferences.  

Continuous presence by the stakeholders conducting the evaluation throughout the conference is 

therefore essential to getting the best outcome. 

 

Figure 2: Value for Money tornado diagram 

The tornado diagram shows the best VfM Order of Priority (OOP), which is the key input to the next 

stage, namely Package/Portfolio Generation. With the OOP as a starting point, the organisation can 

build an optimal portfolio by considering delivery dependencies (pre-requisites etc.) and other 

practical considerations. Reviewing the package of options to see that it will also work as a whole helps 

determine the final portfolio composition. Typically, the available investment is the key constraint 

limiting the number of options that can be included in the portfolio. 
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More information 

For further information on Decision Conferencing please contact your nearest Catalyze consultant or 

contact info@catalyzeapac.com. 

Literature:  

Transparent prioritisation, budgeting and resource allocation with multi-criteria decision analysis 

and decision conferencing, Lawrence D Phillips and Carlos. A Bana eCosta: 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10479-007-0183-3  (paid content, 34 EUR) 

Structuring Multi-Criteria Portfolio Analysis Models, Gilberto Montibeller, L. Alberto Franco, Ewan 

Lord, Aline Iglesias: http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/22693/1/08102.pdf  
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Agenda

• Introductions
• Purpose
• Criteria Work

• What do we mean by value and why are we interested in it?
• What are Criteria
• What do stakeholders value?
• Identification of headline criteria
• Capture of content for descriptions

• Process
• Structured Decision Making
• Portfolio Investment Approach
• Portfolio Generation
• What might work for ATAP Partners?

• Next Steps RELE
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Purpose

• To develop and agree assessment criteria for the ATAP 2020 Update
• Assessment criteria built around the ATAP Objectives
• Provide decision makers with confidence that we have used a 

robust and consistent approach to any assessment

• Consider Process for next steps
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What do we mean by ‘value’?

• Value lies in the domain of outcomes – the ‘ends’ we get as a result of doing or 
having something

• Value covers both tangible and intangible outcomes
• Value is not just about financial outcomes, it is much wider than that. It can relate to 

anything that matters to ATAP Partners

• Value refers to the contribution that an option makes to achieving an outcome 
that you care about

• Value relates to ‘why’ – why we want something is because of the value it 
provides
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What are Criteria?

• Headlines used to represent the value that options deliver to stakeholders
• Explanatory paragraphs, inclusions/exclusions

• Developed in this workshop with ATAP Partners
• Signed off prior to use
• Provides a clear framework within which to compare potential alternatives
• Articulates basis for judgements of ‘value delivered’
• Specific – for an intended purpose
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Attributes of Helpful Criteria

• Strategic
• Complete
• Non-redundant – differentiate the options
• Mutually preference-independent
• Concise – requisite in number
• Specific
• Understandable – to the ‘person in the street’
• Accommodate preference over time
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Relationship between Criteria and Objectives

• Criteria are about things which matter, not necessarily which can be measured
• Ends vs means

• Means Objective:
• an objective whose importance stems from its contributions to achieving another objective

• Ends Objective:
• objective that defines a basic reason for caring about a decision

• Examples
• “arrive home from work early”...

• To “make my partner happy”
• “upgrade workplace infrastructure and accommodation”...

• To “retain staff” or “improve productivity”
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Criteria Questions

• What is the Value that ATAP investments deliver to stakeholders?
• Why might you prefer one investment option over another?
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Next Steps

• Write up what we have captured today
• Quickly play back to participants for feedback
• Obtain sign-off
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The ATAP prioritisation framework:
Assessment criteria for discussion

• This section provides draft assessment criteria for each objective area

• Criteria has been developed based on the Future Connect ILM, NZTA’s draft 
prioritisation methodology and the 2018 ITP Calculator
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Evaluation Criteria (2 of 2)
No. ATAP Objective Description

4. Safety
Making Auckland’s transport 

system safe by eliminating 

harm to people

The extent to which the option contributes to and/or 

enhances safety through:

• the reduction of absolute and perceived harm

• reducing death and serious injury

• the expected reduction in risk level, using the KiwiRAP assessment methodology

• the expected reduction in deaths and serious injuries over a five-year period.

• extent of Māori population or deprivation level in the area

• reduction in air and noise pollution 

5. Environmental
Improving environmental 

resilience and sustainability of 

the transport system and 

significantly reducing the 

greenhouse emissions it 

generates

The extent to which the option reduces negative 

environmental impacts by considering:

• greenhouse gas emissions

• sustainable use and stewardship of natural 

resources

• reduction in risks associated with climate change 

impacts

• reductions in or mitigation of fossil fuel usage and greenhouse gas emissions

• reduction in number and extent of transport infrastructure assets susceptible to climate change 

impacts

• increase in proportion of stormwater from transport system is treated
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DDC Meeting

23 October 2020
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ATAP Themed Package introduction 

and early assessment

The next slides provide a preliminary run through of some of the key ATAP 

packages and a very early assessment of their performance

Note that ATAP has yet to undertake package evaluation and modelling, so 

this is a very preliminary view only, which is intended to provide:

• background ahead of final evaluation reporting comes from ATAP (likely

with a very short turnaround)

• an opportunity for your feedback on issues or areas for further advice

No specific decisions are needed now, but feedback is welcome! 
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4

Overview of Packages

• ATAP has developed packages of projects to fill the remaining headroom above

and beyond the baseline.

• Packages have been designed to operate within identified available funding of

$31bn, from all agencies, with a small allowance for over-programming.

• $31bn includes: $8bn for opex and $20bn for baseline capex, leaving $3bn

unallocated for new projects

• The baseline programme delivers the vast majority of regional outcomes. At

around 10% of the value of total investment, the additional impacts of the

packages themselves will necessary be modest – with most impacts being local

to the specific projects.
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5

Overview of Packages

• A total of seven themed packages have been developed which follow three

broad categories:

Mode Shift
• Public transport focus

• Active modes focus

• Climate change focus

Growth
• Intensive Drury option(s)

• Balanced regional growth

Blended packages
These combine various elements to achieve small 

to medium scale investment across all outcomes

• Blended 1 • Blended 2

• Packages have been developed based on the project prioritisation scoring

undertaken by ATAP

• The following slides provide a first look at the two main mode shift packages, the

balanced growth package and one blended package
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• Note: These packages are developed assuming fungible Local/NLTF share, 
and do not fit within the constrained AT funding envelope

• Note: All Packages exclude City to Mangere or NW Light Rail

• See Annex A for full detail 
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Mode Shift: Active continued 

Mode Shift: Active option includes delivery of 

all ‘Early’ and ‘Later’ construction areas from 

the PBC by 2031 (this was not shown on the 

previous map)  
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